Great Party Wines
HERE ARE A SELECTION OF OUR MOST POPULAR PARTY WINES. SCROLL DOWN TO SEE OUR
PRE-DINNER PARTY DRINKS & FULL WINE LIST. FOLLOWED BY DESSERTS WINES & PORTS

WHITE WINE
VITESE ZIBIBBO 2016, CANTINA COLOMBA BIANCA, SICILY

£22.50

Crisp, fruity zibibbo grape, succulent white peach, orange blossom and jasmine.
DOMAINE FELINES JOURDAN PICPOUL DE PINET 2017, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
£26.50
Off dry, ripe pears, floral, refreshing lemon crispness
THE DREAMER VIOGNIER 2017, PHILIP SHAW, ORANGE, AUSTRALIA
£31.00
Fragrant & aromatic, creamy peach & apricot, gentle overtones of mango, nutmeg & cardamom.
MOUNT FRANKLIN SAUVIGNON BLANC 2017, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
£30.00
Fresh & lively, expressive flavours of citrus & gooseberry, classic Marlborough Sauvignon.
RICCARDO FALCHINI VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO 2017, TUSCANY, ITALY
£32.50
Great crisp fruit flavours, fresh green apple, wild flowers and a hint of oak
BOURGOGNE CHARDONNAY 2017, HENRI PRUDHON, BURGUNDY, FRANCE
£35.00
Great classic chardonnay, Soft stone fruits, vanilla essence, fresh acidity and creamy weightiness
ASSYRTIKO WILD FERMENT 2018, GAIA, SANTORINI, GREECE (CHARDONNAY LIKE)
£45.00
Slight citrus aromas with elegant oak notes, a rich mouth fell, crispy acidity, intense mineral flavours and a long
finish. Stunning alternative to white burgundy.
CUTIZZI GRECO DI TUFO DOCG 2017, FEUDI DI SAN GREGORIO, CAMPANIA, ITALY
£46.50
Full bodied with a lively acidity and peachy minerality, very typical of the region, brilliant food wine.

RED WINE
NEGROAMARO SALENTO 2017, IL PUMO, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY

£21.50

Apulia's native Negroamaro grape. Rich, dark cherry, spiced raspberries, with a firm, vibrantly fruity palate

MANOLESAKIS ESTATE EXIS 2016, GREECE (LOIRE CHAMPIGNY

STYLE)

£27.00

Medium bodied wine with notes of raspberry and cherry, pepper and rose, velvety smooth, balanced acidity
LA FLOR MALBEC 2017, BODEGAS PULENTA, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
£30.00
Intense violet colour, aromas of plums, black cherries, cassis, spices, chocolate, hint of wood smoke
JORDAN CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2015, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
£32.50
Notes of blackcurrant, redcurrant, cocoa, jammy red, ripe black fruits, soft middleweight tannins
DOLCETTO D’ALBA FONTANAZZA MARCARINI DOC 2016, PIEDMONT, ITALY
£32.50
Nose of dark cherries and plums, smoky, velvety, smooth, soft tannins
PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA 2016, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY
£35.00
Awarded 3 glasses ‘an extraordinary wine’ by the ‘Gambero Rosso’. Velvety warm, plum, cocoa, vanilla, sweet
finish.
CHATEAU DE PARAZA 2015, MINERVOIS LANGUEDOC
Magnum £60.00
£32.50
Ruby red colour, soft red berry fruits. Full body with notes of spice and well rounded structure.
FLEURIE DOMAINE DE LA MADONE 2016, BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE
£37.50
Luscious red berry fruit flavours backed up with a touch of spice and good depth
L’EXPRESSION DE LA CROIX LARTIGUE 2012, COTES DE CASTILLON
£50.00
A good, clean Bordeaux blend of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Cabernet Franc. Violets and cassis open on an
intensely aromatic nose leading into a fuller palate with a fine mineraled dustiness. A solid claret.

Some Arrival Drink Suggestions
Wines
SPARKLING WINES

LIBOLL SPUMANTE NV, EXTRA DRY, SAN MARZANO, SPUGLIA, ITALY

£27.50

Delightfully fresh and lively spumante, white peach flavours great summer aperitif

LA FARRA VALDOBBIADENE SUPERIORE PROSECCO D.O.C.G. MILLESIMATO BRUT, ITALY

£7.50

£35.00

Fruity and floral, citrus, refreshing

HAMBLEDON VINEYARDS CLASSIC CUVEE NV BRUT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND

£55.00

Score more points than Pol Roger, Veuve Clicquot & Taittinger in a competition organized by Noble Rot magazine. Ripe
berries, soft bruised apple, slight oak, bright and lively, delicious

JEAN DE VILLARE GRANDE RESERVE NV BRUT

£47.00

Delicate white peach, citrus character, refreshing

DEUTZ ROSE BRUT

£90.00

Pale rose, red fruit personality, fresh acidity, delicate cherries, pomegranate, sweet strawberry, rounded & elegant

COCKTAILS

(CHOOSE UP TO THREE) – ONE OF OUR BARMAN WILL MIX THEM TO ORDER AS YOUR
GUESTS ARRIVE

STRETTON COOLER (alcohol free) - Apple juice, elderflower, mint, lemon, ginger ale.
CLIPSHAM COOLER - Gin, apple juice, elderflower, mint, lemon, ginger ale.
SEASONAL BELLINI – A homemade seasonal syrup, topped with prosecco. (Ask for the current flavour)
COUNTRY HEDGEROW COCKTAIL – Hambledon Classic Cuvee & Melton Mowbray hedgerow liqueur.
BRITISH ROYAL – Award winning British cassis topped up with Hambledon’s award winning British fizz.

£3.60
£7.35
£8.75
£10.00
£10.00

BEERS
OLIVE ALE - Brewed by the Grainstore Brewery in Oakham, 3.6% light pale ale
PURUS LAGER - Easy drinking, refreshing lager from the Grainstore Brewery in Oakham, 4%

4 pint jugs
4 pint jugs

£15.00
£15.50

Sparkling Wine
125ml

LA FARRA VALDOBBIADENE SUPERIORE PROSECCO D.O.C.G. MILLESIMATO BRUT, ITALY

£7.50

bottle

£35.00

Fruity and floral, citrus, refreshing
HAMBLEDON VINEYARDS CLASSIC CUVEE NV BRUT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND
£9.50
£55.00
Score more points than Pol Roger, Veuve Clicquot and Taittinger in a competition organized by Noble Rot magazine. Ripe
berries, soft bruised apple, slight oak, bright and lively, delicious
CARPENE MALVOTI ROSE CUVEE BRUT SPUMANTE, ITALY
£35.00
Fresh and fruity, wild berries and cherries
berries, soft bruised apple, slight oak, bright and lively, delicious.
IRON HORSE CLASSIC BRUT, GREEN VALLEY, SONOMA, USA
£70.00
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay blend. Rich, and creamy with crisp bubbles. Ripe red apple, mandarin orange and hazelnut.

CHAMPAGNE

JEAN DE VILLARE GRANDE RESERVE NV BRUT

bottle

£47.00

Delicate white peach, citrus character, refreshing
DEHOURS GRANDE RESERVE EXTRA BRUT
£50.00
Has a pure citrus and stone fruit character, accented by a chalky, whispy finish. It is very precise on the palate with a lower
dosage as it is an Extra Brut. The acidity is tight creating a very refreshing Champagne.
LE MESNIL BLANC DE BLANC GRAND CRU
£57.00
Pure chardonnay, floral, refreshing, clean, yeasty notes, fresh
DEUTZ BRUT CLASSIC
£65.00
A beautifully pure, elegant wine, with a refreshing lemony aroma and a delicate mousse. Dry and with plenty of substance.
JACQUESSON CUVEE 740
£69.00
The NV Cuvée 740, based on the 2012 vintage, is superb. Rich, ample and creamy, yet with striking translucence,
the 740 has it all.

ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

LE MESNIL SUBLIME ROSE GRAND CRU

£65.00

Delicate salmon pink, fine mousse, fresh and fruity, elegant, great finesse

DEUTZ ROSE BRUT

£90.00

Pale rose, red fruit personality, fresh acidity, delicate cherries, pomegranate, sweet strawberry, rounded and elegant

Rosé Wine

PUY DE DOME PINOT NOIR ROSE 2017, AUVERGNE SOUTH LOIRE, FRANCE

£23.00

Soft & light, strawberries, cherry fruit, very fresh
FAMILLE PERRIN ROSÉ 2018, LUBERON, SOUTHERN RHONE, FRANCE
£24.00
Blend of Cinsault, Grenache, Syrah, easy drinking with a little more depth to match with food
CHÂTEAU FONTARÈCHE 2018, CORBIÉRES ROSÉ, SOUTHERN FRANCE
£30.00
Dry and aromatic, light grapefruit and citrus hints with elegant red berry fruit
‘LA HUELLA DE AITANA’ GARNACHA ROSADO 2018, NAVARRA,
£35.25
Wine dedicated to the winemaker’s daughter (Aitana).A different rose. Fresh with well integrated oak, strawberry, subtle
sweetness and good acidity
CHÂTEAU MIRAVAL ROSÉ 2018, CÔTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE
£41.75
From Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie's French estate, very pale in colour, fresh, vibrant, with notes of peach, delicate wild
strawberry and a floral lift

White Wine

DRY, LIGHT, CRISP & FRUITY
SMEDEREVKA BELO 2018, TIKVES, MACEDONIA

£20.00

Beautifully balanced on the palate with crisp and refreshing fruit flavours through to a clean, vibrant finish.

MANOLESAKIS ESTATE EXIS 2017, DRAMA, GREECE (SAUVIGNON CRISPNESS)

£27.50

An enticing wine with white peach ginger spice combined with peaches, fresh zesty and balanced acidity.

MUSCADET SUR LIE 2016, CHÂTEAU DE LA GRAVELLE, LOIRE, FRANCE

£28.50

Charming aromas of ripe pears, honey and apple, blossom, lemons on the palate, refreshing acidity.

PALE CLOUDS SAUVIGNON BLANC 2018, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

£30.00

Classic Gooseberry and marlbourough character, the finish is long refreshing and pure

BARBUNTIN ALBARINO 2018, QUINTA COUSELO, RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN

£31.50

Recommended by Decanter as one of their top value Spanish and Portuguese wines, a wonderfully aromatic, minerality and
crisp acidity perfect with seafood.

RICCARDO FALCHINI VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO 2017, TUSCANY, ITALY

£32.50

Great crisp fruit flavours, fresh green apple, wild flowers and a hint of oak

SARONSBERG SAUVIGNON BLANC 2017, TULBAGH, SOUTH AFRICA

£32.50

Fresh notes of tropical fruits, gooseberry, hint of grass, refreshing flinty aftertaste
LE PETIT CHENIN 2017, CHATEAU DE LA ROULERIE, ANJOU, FRANCE
This fruity wine has fresh pineapple, peach and white fruit flavors. It is crisp and dry

£34.00

CASA SILVA COOL COAST SAUVIGNON GRIS 2017, COLCHAGUA VALLEY, CHILE

£35.00

Refreshing palate offers good character, herbal and citrus flavors with a hint of salinity, with a balanced and floral finish.

HIRUZTA TXAKOLI 2018, HONDARRIBIA, BASQUE COUNTRY, SPAIN

£36.50

The wine of the tapas bars of San Sebastian (Chaccoli). Crisp apples, pear, grapefruit and tropical pineapple with subtle
effervescence.

HORSMONDEN DRY WHITE 2017, DAVENPORT VINEYARD, KENT, ENGLAND

£40.00

Made from a blend of five grape varities grown in the original vineyard plot at Horsmonden, Kent, This wine has been made
every year since 1993 and has won many accolades. The wine has been likened to a sauvignon blanc style and often mistaken
for a NZ wine but with mineral underlying structure- soft, aromatic and fruit driven.

SANCERRE BLANC 2017, DANIEL CHOTARD, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

£41.50

Very pure, mineral, fresh fruit and floral aromas, which are so invitingly subtle, from this great Sancerre producer

DOG POINT SAUVIGNON BLANC 2017, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

£45.00

From the original winemakers at Cloudy Bay. This is classic Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc; cut grass, asparagus, elderflower and
apple are present. Citrus and crisp green fruit comes through with a lovely soft sherbet finish.

FRANÇOIS CHIDAINE "LES BOURNAIS" 2015, MONTLOUIS SUR LOIRE, FRANCE

£70.00

Some creaminess from lees contact, balanced by crispy minerality, chalky undertones and fresh tropical fruits makes this wine
a joy to drink.
POUILLY-FUME PUR SANG 2016, DIDIER DAGUENEAU, LOIRE, FRANCE
£95.00
Plentiful oak but it all melds together effortlessly on the palate with tremendous ripe citrus fruit expression and vanilla spice
POUILLY FUME SILEX 2016, DOMAINE DIDIER DAGUENEAU, LOIRE, FRANCE
£120.00
Stunning Sauvignon Blanc from Domaine Didier Dagueneau. Spicy & stylish. Rich, full-bodied and firm, with great concentration,
minerality, and length.

White Wine
AROMATIC & FLORAL
(DRY)
bottle

VITESE ZIBIBBO 2017, CANTINA COLOMBA BIANCA, SICILY (LIGHT VIOGNIER STYLE)

£22.50

Crisp, fruity Zibibbo grape, succulent white peach, orange blossom & jasmine. Off dry with a zesty finish.
FAMILLE PERRIN LUBERON 2017, SOUTHERN RHÔNE, FRANCE
£24.00
Made with a blend of Grenache Blanc, Ugni Blanc & Vermentino, white peach, lemon, fresh
SALADINI PILASTRI FALERIO 2018, MARCHE, ITALY
£24.00
This is a lovely, crisp, organically made blend of Trebbiano, Passerina, and Pecorino grapes. Pear and white peach, finishes
with a crisp acidity.
EL ABASTO TORRONTES 2017, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
£25.00
A great example of an Argentinian torrontés with distinct floral notes of rose petal, backed up by a palate that is fresh and
lively with balanced acidity and bright fruit.
DOMAINE FELINES JOURDAN PICPOUL DE PINET 2018, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
£26.50
Off dry, light body, ripe pears, floral, fresh lemon, refreshing
WEINRIEDER GRÜNER VELTLINER KLASSIK 2017, WEINVIERTEL, AUSTRIA
£30.00
Light, fresh, fruity, with a hint of pepper. A drinking pleasure. The typical Veltliner of the Weinviertel
VIDIANO 2016, IDAIA WINERY, DAFNES, CRETE
£32.00
A delicate aromatic character with dominant fruit pear, banana and melon. It has particular acidity, rich and charming mouth
and impressive aromatic aftertaste.
THE ENGLISH WINEMAKER MASCOT 2016, PIEDMONT, ITALY
£35.00
Floral and aromatic. An intense and dry wine with good weight and salinity. An orange style wine, with some sediment.
DOMAINE SCHOFFIT VIEILLES VIGNES CHASSELAS 2016, ALSACE, FRANCE
£36.50
One of Alsace's hidden treasures, from 47 year old Chasselas grapes, light & dry with soft grapefruit marmalade finish
ARCESE BIANCO BERA VITTORIO E FIGLI 2017, PIEDMONT, ITALY
£38.50
The name "Arcese" is a whimsical mash-up of the first letters of Arneis and Cortese, the base of this field-blend white.
Pleasant floral notes and stone fruit. The taste is slender, lively, with a perfectly balanced light body.
LAISSEZ FAIRE FIANO 2016, LARRY CHERUBINO, AUSTRALIA
£39.00
Aromas of quince and white figs with hints of yellow peach and mineral notes finishing with subtle oak spices. The palate
follows suit with flavours of peach and hints of preserved lemon, the acidity is long and fine and wrapped in a soft texture
DOG POINT SECTION 94, 2015, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
£45.00
This is a sauvignon blanc, not as we know it. Winemakers James Healy and Ivan Sutherland add creamy bells and whistles to
this wine by fermenting their sauvignon grapes in oak barrels to soften it’s crisp green flavours.
AU BON CLIMAT PINOT GRIS/PINOT BLANC 2017, CALIFORNIA, USA
£45.75
"Sweet oak on the nose, then gorgeously ripe pear juice. This is so unlike any combination of these varieties I’m aware of –
burgundian in its oakiness, then full of flavour ripeness. No neutrality here – and a twist of grapefruit bitterness on the finish.
And such intensity on the length! - 17/20" Richard Hemming on jancisrobinson.com
CUTIZZI GRECO DI TUFO DOCG 2017, FEUDI DI SAN GREGORIO, CAMPANIA, ITALY
£46.50
Vibrant wine with classic pear and green plum fruit. Full bodied on the palate with a lively acidity and peachy minerality, very
typical of the region, brilliant food wine.
WILD SEMILLON 2015, GUNDOG ESTATE, HUNTER VALLEY, AUSTRALIA
£50.00
Very fragrant, lemongrass, peach and herbal notes. Bright and fleshy with some sweetness to offset the fresh acidity.
DOMAINE DES PIERRES SECHES SYLVAIN 2016, SAINT-JOSEPH, FRANCE
£57.50
Aromas of citrus, green apple and crisp pear. Beautiful depth and richness, a juicy, floral, energetic white from 100%
Roussanne grapes, sunny and suave.
XOSÉ LOIS SEBIO, MÁIS ALÁ, GODELLO 2015, VALDEORRAS, GALICIA, SPAIN
£58.00
Made from 100% Godello, this refreshing white combines delicate floral notes with fresh fruit, spice and mineral tones.
Harmoniously balanced with a textured palate showing intense fruit flavours through to a long and elegant finish.

White Wine
AROMATIC & FLORAL
(OFF DRY TO MEDIUM)
bottle

WALT RIESLING 2017, PFALZ, GERMANY

£24.00

Delicious medium dry and lots of fruit character

MA’D DRY FURMINT 2015, ST TAMAS, TOKAJ, HUNGARY

£36.50

Somewhere between Loire Chenin and Chablis in style, wonderful elegant blend of apricot and peaches with a warming,
ginger spice. Just off dry in style with great structure and minerality.

CASA SILVA LAGO REISLING 2016, PATAGONIA, CHILE

£40.00

Cool climate new world riesling, classic petrol aroma, with wonderful lime crispness and touch of grapefruit sweetness

GEWURTRAMINER 2016, ROLLY GASSMAN, ALSACE, FRANCE

£47.50

Lychee and rose aroma; a rich and luscious mouthful, sweet grapefruit marmalade. Despite the high sugar it has a clean
finish, with more spice than sweetness.

WEIGHTIER, RICHER AND MORE COMPLEX
bottle

JORDAN CHENIN BLANC 2017, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

£29.00

Fermented in french oak barrels, creamy citrus, tropical fruit and hint of honey.

THE DREAMER VIOGNIER 2018, PHILIP SHAW, ORANGE, AUSTRALIA

£31.00

Fragrant & aromatic, creamy peach & apricot, gentle overtones of mango, nutmeg & cardamom.

PETRITIS 2016, KYPEROUNDA WINERY, TROODOS MOUNTAINS, CYPRUS

£31.00

Delicious aromas of citrus fruits, candied lime, litchi and a touch of spice and vanilla. A medium bodied yet refreshing wine
with a long, persistent finish.

BOURGOGNE CHARDONNAY 2017, HENRI PRUDHON, BURGUNDY,FRANCE

£35.00

Soft stone fruits, vanilla essence, fresh acidity & creamy weightiness

SARONSBERG VIOGNIER 2017, TULBAGH, SOUTH AFRICA

£37.50

Flavours of butterscotch, nutty, pear and lime, fresh, oaky finish

KTIMA GEROVASSILIOU, MALAGOUSIA 2017, EPANOMI, GREECE

£38.00

Wonderfully expressive and complex aromas of exotic fruits, pepper, orange, jasmine, herbs and lemon. It is rich and
harmonious with a spicy, mouthwatering finish

CHAMONIX CHARDONNAY 2016, FRANSCHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA

£39.50

Rich buttery chardonnay, with pure stone fruit flavours.

QUPE MODERN WHITE BLEND 2015, SANTA MARIA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, USA

£43.00

The Viognier gives this wine its flavour, with notes of peaches, apricot and honeysuckle while the Chardonnay lays down a
solid base and structure. Nicely rounded with a clean crisp finish and a hint of toffee right at the end.

CONTINUED…

White Wine
WEIGHTIER, RICHER & MORE COMPLEX
CONTINUED…

bottle

ASSYRTIKO WILD FERMENT 2018, GAIA, SANTORINI, GREECE (CHARDONNAY LIKE)

£45.00

Has slight citrus aromas well-combined with elegant oak notes, a rich mouth fell, crispy acidity, intense mineral flavours and a
long finish. Interesting alternative to Chardonnay

MACON VERZE NICOLAS MAILLET 2016, MACONNAIS, FRANCE

£48.00

An elegant expression of chardonnay, white flowers, citrus, ripe pear, vibrant acidity, delicious!

DOG POINT CHARDONNAY 2015, MARLBOUROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

£49.50

Honey-drizzled white peaches, orange blossoms, marzipan and baking bread nose. Light to medium-bodied, taut and with a
backbone of racy acid, it gives a great intensity of citrus and savoury flavours and great length. integrated oak leads into a
wonderfully balanced Chardonnay with a concentrated and lively finish.

TOKARA DIRECTORS RESERVE 2015, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

£52.00

Complex and full of fruit flavours. Oak balanced with intense fruit flavours and notes of butter toast.

TABLAS CREEK VINEYARDS GRENACHE BLANC 2015, PASO ROBLES, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A

£62.50

Sweet-smelling nose of candy apple, citrus and sea spray. The taste is fully dry, with Grenache Blanc’s characteristic blend of
texture and bright acidity. Flavours of green apple & candied grapefruit. A long finish with slightly salty mineral notes.

CLAYVIN THE FUDER CHARDONNAY 2014, GIESEN, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

£75.00

Stunning New World Chardonnay. Densely packed citric and stone fruit, all the generosity and underlying power expected of
top rung Chardonnay. Brightness of aromatics and acidity from it's Marlborough terrior.

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 1ER CRU, HAMEAU DE BLAGNY 2016, COMTESSE DE CHÉRISEY, BURGUNDY

£82.50

It’s got notes of grapefruit and of apple blossom, with a touch of sea-spray and spice on the finish. Complex, generous and long,
but with a delightful thread of acidity, this is an outstanding Puligny.

GRGICH HILLS ESTATE CHARDONNAY 2014, NAPA VALLEY, U.S.A

£85.00

Food-friendly, balanced, ripe peach, mango and tropical flowers with a note of minerality. Southern Napa Valley benefiting
from the cool maritime breeze of San Francisco Bay, fermented and aged in french oak for10 months.

Red Wine
EASY DRINKING, LIGHTER & FRUITY
125ml

CALUSARI PINOT NOIR 2018, ROMANIA

175ml

½ litre

bottle
bottle

£22.50

Juicy, light and sweet berry with a velvety finish
VILLA WOLF PINOT NOIR 2016, PFALZ, GERMANY
£24.50
Aromas of red berries, juicy black cherry, spicy, smoky, smooth, fresh acidity
MANOLESAKIS ESTATE EXIS 2018, GREECE (LOIRE CHAMPIGNY STYLE)
£27.00
A medium bodied wine with notes of raspberry and cherry with pepper and rose, velvety smooth taste and balanced acidity
LES PARCELLES GAMAY 2016, RETHORE DAVY, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE
£27.50
Ruby colour, notes of fresh blackcurrant, ripe plums and cherries, young and fresh
MAS DE FIGUIER, ROMAN 2016, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE (BURGUNDY LIKE)
£29.50
Fruity with soft, velvety tannins, sweet spice notes. Juicy strawberries and raspberries linger on the finish.
JUDITH BECK INK 2017, BURGENLAND, AUSTRIA (LIGHT PINOT NOIR STYLE)
£32.50
Delightfully fresh, fragrant and full of summer fruits. Delicious. Organic and Biodynamic
FLEURIE DOMAINE DE LA MADONE 2016, BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE
£37.50
Luscious red berry fruit flavours backed up with a touch of spice and good depth
KARL JOHNER PINOT NOIR 2015, KAISERSTUHL, BADEN, GERMANY
£37.50
Red cherry aromas with a touch of bramble fruits and nuances of vanilla and oak flavours. Youthful with smooth tannins and
an elegant supple finish.
BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR 2015, VIEILLES VIGNES, J. GIRARDIN, BURGUNDY, FRANCE
£39.50
Aromas of cherry and strawberry, a lot of red berries fruit, soft tannins, velvety, long fruity finish
CHINON PHILIPPE ALLIET 2017, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE
£42.50
Aromas of fresh crushed red berries & herbs, ripe cherries, plums, soft tannins, fresh acidity, well balanced
DAVENPORT VINEYARD, DIAMOND FIELDS 2016, PINOT NOIR, EAST SUSSEX, ENGLAND
£45.00
Medium-bodied, fuller than you might expect from Pinot Noir, flavours of dark cherry and ripe plums.
ZWEIGELT TAUSEND ML, ANDERT-WEIN 2017, BURGENLAND, AUSTRIA
£46.00
Light cranberry flavours, refreshing slight tartness. A biodynamic wine with straight forward natural winemaking techniques.
A great summer wine.
MORGON GEORGES DESCOMBES 2017, BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE
£49.50
This is a serious Morgon beautifully pure, ripe raspberry, redcurrant and strawberry notes. Amazingly fresh with a zingy
minerality which lingers on the finish providing immediate pleasure.
AU BON CLIMAT PINOT NOIR 2015, CALIFORNIA, USA
£52.50
A very approachable, fruit-forward Pinot. Lifted strawberry and raspberry aromas on the nose follow through to a palate that
is full of juicy berry flavours and hints of spice and cloves. Not too hefty but with good balancing fresh acidity, gentle tannins
and just a touch of Pinot earthiness. Very versatile.
DOMAINE A.F. GROS BOURGOGNE HAUTES COTES DE NUITS 2015, BURGUNDY, FRANCE
£60.00
From the village of Arcenant just west of Nuits St George and Vosne-Romanee this is an exquisite red wine with soft dark
cherry and hints of black pepper. The stand-out wine in our recent pinot noir tasting.
DOG POINT VINEYARD PINOT NOIR 2016, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
£65.00
“Dog Point's pinot noir goes from strength to strength and is a serious contender for New Zealand's finest. Concentrated
fresh berry flavours are supported on the velvet-soft medium-bodied palate by fine tannins, before a long finish. Delicious
now but would also cellar well.”
CLAYVIN PINOT NOIR 2013, GIESEN, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
£75.00
Bursting with black cherry, baked tamarillo, vanilla and spice aromas; sweetly fruity and quite substantial on the palate, with
firm grip and juicy acidity.

Red Wine
MEDIUM, MELLOW & ELEGANT
KRATOSIJA CRVENO 2018, TIKVES, MACEDONIA

bottle

£21.50

Bright aromas of redcurrants, cherry and red berries, mouth-filling palate with vibrant fruit and a delicious finish.
NEGROAMARO SALENTO 2017, IL PUMO, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY
£21.50
Apulia's native Negroamaro grape. Rich, dark cherry, spiced raspberries, with a firm, vibrantly fruity palate
DOMAINE MONTMARIN MERLOT 2017, COTES DE THONGUE, LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
£25.00
Crushed sweet blueberries, spiced plum, raspberry compote, mellow tannins
SANGIOVESE DI TOSCANA 2016, PODERE SCOPETONE, MONTALCINO, ITALY
£29.50
Just pure notes of cherries, strawberries, and a touch of herbs.
CHATEAU KSARA RESERVE DU COUVENT 2016, BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON
£31.50
Syrah, Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon, blackberry, spicy, and peppery, hint of vanilla
CHATEAU DE PARAZA 2015, MINERVOIS LANGUEDOC (M - ALSO AVAILABLE IN MAGNUM)
£32.50
Ruby red colour, soft red berry fruits. Full body with notes of spice and well rounded structure
DOLCETTO D’ALBA FONTANAZZA MARCARINI DOC 2016, PIEDMONT, ITALY
£32.50
Nose of dark cherries and plums, smoky, velvety, smooth, soft tannins
RECANATI MERLOT 2018, GALILEE, ISRAEL
£33.50
Aromas of blackberry and thyme. Flavours of black cherry, raspberry, vanilla and aniseed. A lovely full merlot
THE ENGLISH WINEMAKER PIEMONTE BARBERA 2018, PIEDMONT, ITALY
£35.00
Bakewell tart on the nose, sloe, redcurrant and cranberry. There is mouth filling richness and poise from the textural midpalate and good length.
CA'RUGATE RIO ALBO 2017, VALPOLICELLA DOC, VENETO, ITALY
£35.00
Red fruits, ripe blackberry and deep cherry flavours, a hint of spice, with a velvety texture.
LA MONTESA CRIANZA 2016, BODEGAS PALACIOS HERENCIA REMONDO, RIOJA ,SPAIN
£37.50
Aromas of red berry fruit, plums, cherries, spices, leather, cedar & vanilla, silky, well rounded, & elegant
VIÑA TONDONIA TINTO RESERVA 2005, BODEGAS R. LÓPEZ DE HEREDIA, RIOJA, SPAIN
£69.00
Stunning vintage Rioja, forest fruits, layered with sweet spice, complemented with underlying meatiness. Lovely richness and
texture balanced classic Rioja acidity.

SAVOURY, EARTHY AND SPICY

DOMAINE DU PEGAU, PLAN PEGAU, FRANCE

bottle

£28.00

Sweet cassis and cherry notes intermixed with garrigue, lavender and pepper
BAJONDILLO 2016, BODEGAS JIMENEZ-LANDI, MENTRIDA, SPAIN (RIOJA LIKE)
£29.50
Earthy, leather, smokey, delicious juicy berry character. Fine tannins, refreshing acidity, punches well above its weight!
DOLOMITE CABERNET FRANC 2015, BRUWER RAATS, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFIRICA
£31.50
Dark berries, spiciness and floral herbs linger on the palate. The wine has great purity of fruit with balanced acidity.
DOMAINE DES CHESNAIES 2015, VIEILLES-VIGNES, LAMÉ-DELISLE-BOUCARD, BOURGUEIL, FRANCE
£33.50
Bright and complex, aromas of blackberries, sour cherries and spices. It is superbly well-balanced. Can be served chilled.
CHATEAU VINCENS 2014, CAHORS, FRANCE
£35.00
Great French Malbec, lovely cherry pie, blackcurrant aromas, hints of smoke and spice with a chocolately rich, ripe palate
BABY BUSH MOURVEDRE 2015, HEWITSON VINEYARD, BAROSSA VALLEY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
£39.50
Delicious dark cherry fruit and peppery spice, velvety, backed by very soft and fully ripe tannins.
DOMAINE LES CHENETS 2016 , CROZES HERMITAGE, RHÔNE, FRANCE
£42.50
Equal blend of Grenache and Syrah, intense blackcurrant, dark cherries, notes of Mediterranean herbs, juicy and sweet fruit,
savoury tannins, long and elegant finish
DOMAINE DE LA MORDOREE “LA DAME ROUSSE” 2016, LIRAC, SOUTHERN RHÔNE, FRANCE
£45.00
Equal blend of Grenache and Syrah, intense ruby colour, blackcurrant, dark cherries, notes of Mediterranean herbs, juicy and
sweet fruit, savoury tannins, long and elegant finish
QUPE 2014, SYRAH, BIEN NACIDO VINEYARD, SANTA MARIA VALLEY, SANTA BARBARA, USA
£50.00
‘Lightish cherry red. Surprisingly red fruited for Syrah. Firmer and darker on the palate but still juicy with a light spice. Fine
tannins, elegant yet straightforward’. - Julia Harding MW, jancisrobinson.com
CLOS DU MONT OLIVET 2012, CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE, FRANCE
£62.50
Deep red. Complex, blackberry and bitter cherry flavours are lifted by tangy acidity and show a suave floral nuance. Juicy and
long finish, with very good clarity and lingering spiciness
CHATEAU DE MONTFAUCON 2007, COTES DU RHONE, FRANCE
£75.00
Big peppery, black liquorice, tobacco with garrigue and black cherry jam aromas. Warm, round, supple, juicy palate with light
tannins.

Red Wine
POWERFUL, RICH & FLAVOURSOME
bottle

SALADINI PILASTRI ROSSO PICENO 2015, ITALY

£26.00

VILLA GIADA TREPONTI NEBBIOLO 2013, PIEDMONT, ITALY

£42.50

Produced from the best Sangiovese and Montepulciano grapes and mellowed in oak barrels. Strawberry and black cherry
fruits and pleasant herb, earth and spice characteristics
ELDERTON SHIRAZ/CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2015, BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA
£29.25
Classic Aussie red from Barossa Valley, succulent dark chocolate, berry fruit, dark cherries and a touch of spice
CASA SILVA RESERVA CARMENERE 2015, COLCHAGUA VALLEY, CHILE
£29.50
Wonderfully ripe and soft, coffee, liquorice, blackberries. Long and powerful with sweet, soft balanced acidity.
LA FLOR MALBEC 2018, BODEGAS PULENTA, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
£30.00
Intense violet colour, aromas of plums, black cherries, cassis, spices, chocolate, hint of wood smoke
JORDAN CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2015, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
£32.50
Notes of blackcurrant, redcurrant, cocoa, jammy red, ripe black fruits, soft middleweight tannins
PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA 2017, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY
£35.00
Awarded 3 glasses ‘an extraordinary wine’ by the ‘Gambero Rosso’. Velvety warm, plum, cocoa and vanilla, sweet finish.
CHAMONIX GREYWACKE PINOTAGE 2015, FRANSCHHOEK VALLEY, SOUTH AFRICA
£39.50
Made using ripasso technique of dried air grapes, wild berries, cherries, sweet spice, rich chocolate, fruit cake, long finish
Aromas of black berry, spice and cocoa. Soft, intense and elegant palate with a good minerality and well-balanced tannins.
DELHEIM CABERNET FRANC 2014, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA
£42.50
Complex flavours and aromas of blackberries & dark cherries, spice and dark chocolate. Subtle herbaceous notes with
tobacco. The palate is well structured with fine oak integration and a lingering finish.
ANDREW WILL CIEL DU CHEVAL 2005, MERLOT, CABERNET FRANC,CABERNET SAUVIGNON, USA
£45.00
A classic Bordeaux blend. Tight and chewy, this fragrant wine adds whiffs of tobacco to its red currant and cherry fruit. It is a
beautiful wine, precise and balanced.
PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA RISERVA 2015, ANNIVERSARIO 62, SAN MARZANO, SALENTO, PUGLIA, ITALY
£50.00
Plum and cherry, alongside liquorice and sweet spices. Wonderfully big and powerful, yet deliciously smooth.
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO 2015, MARINA CVETIC, SAN MARTINO, ITALY
£55.00
Masciarelli is an icon of wine making in Abruzzo. His wines always deliver on weight, richness but also freshness and
drinkability. This is a big wine with a sense of balance, deep, dark, brooding black fruits, earth, truffle and mineral, all
surrounded by copious yet ripe tannins and well balanced acidity. Perfect for steaks.
BIRICHINO 2014 GRENACHE, BESSON VINEYARD OLD WINES, CENTRAL COAST, CALIFORNIA, USA
£60.00
Lovely aromatics, morello cherry, spice, sweet herbs and even a hint of wood smoke. The palate is fresh, cherryish and a bit
sappy, with sweet (but not too sweet) fruit, elegant texture and some savoury notes. Fresh and brilliantly drinkable.
FERRER BOBET 2014, PRIORAT, SPAIN
£67.00
It’s ripe red and black fruits are framed by a palpable sense of minerality brought about by the black slate Llicorella soils of
the area. Approachable but still firmly tannic and young, it can be enjoyed now with big red meat dishes
HORSE HEAVEN HILLS ‘SORELLA’ 2009, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MERLOT, CABERNET FRANC, USA
£105.00
A Bordeaux blend based on 65% cabernet sauvignon; from Champoux Vineyard, in Washington state. Bright red-ruby. Super
ripe aromas of cassis, cocoa powder, sandalwood and nutty oak. Supple, creamy, full and deep, with lush flavours of red
fruits, spices and sandalwood. The big, ripe tannins coat the palate and front teeth on the very long, rich finish.

GIACONDA WARNER VINEYARD 2013, SHIRAZ, BEECHWORTH, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

£110.00

Deep garnet-purple, lovely aromas of red and black berries – mulberries, red cherries and black raspberries – with nuances of
lavender, black pepper and wild thyme. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is very elegantly styled, with a moderate level of
tannins and lively acid finishing with plenty of vibrant berry, pepper and spice flavour layers.

Red Wine
CLARETS

bottle

CHATEAU FALFAS 2012, COTES DE BOURG

£47.50

Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Malbec, dark forest fruits, plums, warm spices, ripe tannins, well rounded

L’EXPRESSION DE LA CROIX LARTIGUE 2012, COTES DE CASTILLON

£50.00

Stéphane Derenoncourt passionately believes in crafting wines that evoke their terroir and he's excelled himself with this
100% Merlot. With bitter chocolate, blackberries and sweet spice notes, this is Right Bank Bordeaux at its purest and most
expressive.

CHATEAU GRAND PEY LESCOURS 2012, ST. EMILION

£55.00

Ripe, sweet autumn berries fused with tobacco, roasted coffee and spice. Lovely, juicy and vibrant with a generous prune and
bramble finish.

CHATEAU PUY GUILHEM 2009, FRONSAC

£60.00

A powerful yet elegant red with ripe berried fruits enhanced by a subtle note of oak spice. Full bodied, with juicy fruit and an
attractive savoury note on the finish.

CHATEAU BEAU SITE 2012, ST ESTEPHE

£65.00

The nieghbour of the esteemed Grand Cru Château Calon-Segur. 70% Cabernet Sauvignon gives ripe blackcurrant fruit,
balanced oak and good structure. A typical Saint Estephe full of power and temperament

CHATEAU LA RESERVE DE LEOVILLE BARTON 2014, SAINT-JULIEN

£85.00

Cedary, pure blackcurrant and cassis fruit, rich and rounded with assertive tannins, ample fruit and well integrated oak.

Magnums
JORDAN CHARDONNAY 2015, BARREL FERMENTED, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

Magnum

£55.00

Fermented and matured in burgundian barrels. rich, ripe, buttery with layers of citrus, butterscotch and toasted oak

CHATEAU DE PARAZA 2015, MINERVOIS LANGUEDOC

Magnum

£60.00

Magnum

£75.00

Ruby red colour, soft red berry fruits. Full body with notes of spice and well rounded structure.

CHATEAU VINCENS 2014, CAHORS, FRANCE

This great French Malbec gives lovely cherry pie and blackcurrant aromas with hints of smoke and spice lead to a
chocolately rich, ripe palate.

Pudding Wines & Ports
DOMAINE DE DURBAN 2013, MUSCAT DE BEAUNE DE VENISE, FRANCE

375ml

£24.00

From the best estate in the foothills of Mont Ventoux, distinctive Muscat flavours of flowers, tropical fruit and honey

ESSENSIA ORANGE MUSCAT 2014,ANDREW QUADY, CALIFORNIA

375ml

£25.00

ELSYSIUM BLACK MUSCAT 2014, ANDREW QUADY, CALIFORNIA

375ml

£25.00

Rich red berries flavours, lychees, rose petal
SAN EMILIO PEDRO XIMENEZ, BODEGAS LUSTAU, JEREZ, SPAIN
Treacle, figs, raisins, very sweet

375ml

£25.00

ADORO NATURAL SWEET MOURVEDRE 2013, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

375ml

£25.00

375ml

£27.00

Orange blossom and apricots, rich and sweet, with vibrant peachy and orangey fruit.

Naturally sweet wine made to go with cheese

CAMPBELLS RUTHERGLEN MUSCAT, AUSTRALIA

Raisins, toffee, caramel, fig, nuts
MOSCATEL EMILIN, LUSTUA SOLERA FAMILIAR, JEREZ, SPAIN
750ML
Moscatel grapes that are exposed to the sun until burn’t so as to intensify and concentrate the sugar
MAURY SOLERA 1928 CASK 765, ROUSILLION, FRANCE
500ml
Madeira style, nuts, figs, dried fruits, distinctive rancio flavour, great with blue cheese

SHIRAUME GINJO UMESHU PLUM SAKE, AKASHI-TAI, HYOGO, JAPAN

500ml

£33.00
£37.00
£40.00

Dry fruit, date, plum and marzipane.Tastes of sweet and rich dry fruits and plum flavours with a dry finish.

TRESANTO,VINSANTO DEL CHIANTI CLASSICO 2007, VILLA TRASQUA, CHIANTI, ITALY

375ml

£45.00

Sangiovese Botrytis, luscious toffee apple, hazelnut kernel, baked apple tart with musty marmalade notes.

OREMUS 2006, TOKAJI ASZU 5 PUTTONYOS, HUNGARY

500ml

£60.00

Amazing Hungarian noble rot wine, Satsuma, grapefruit and mango, with balanced acidity and a long finish

DR. LOOSEN RIESLING BEERENAUSLESE 2011, MOSEL, GERMANY

187ml bottle

£27.00

Intense botrytis dessert wine, honeyed apricots, peach, orange blossom, pineapple, citrus, great balance.

PORT & MADEIRA
750ml

QUINTA DO PASSADOURO RUBY RESERVA

£37.00

QUINTA DO PASSADOURO LBV 2010

£51.00

ADRIANO RAMOS-PINTO, PORTO VINTAGE 1980, PORTUGAL

£90.00

